We introduce a modification of Kantorovich-type operators in polynomial weighted spaces of functions. Then we study some approximation properties of these operators. We give some inequalities for these operators by means of the weighted modulus continuity and also obtain a Voronovskaya-type theorem. Furthermore, in our paper show that the operators give better degree of approximation of functions belonging to weighted spaces than classical Szász-Kantorovich operators.
Introduction
. Inspried by these operators many authors studied Kantorovich extensions of some linear positive operators, some are in [1, 6, 9, 12] and references therein. In the last decade, these kinds of researches have been continuied.
In 1978 Becker [2] studied some approximation problems of Szász-Mirakyan operators. 
In [2, 10] , the degree of approximation of 
and defined the following modulus of continuity
where
and
Szász-Mirakyan Kantorovich operators is defined as follow;
Some modification of the operators may be viewed in [3, 4, 5, 8] . In this work, we consider a Kantorovichtype modification of the operators (7) and obtain the results of Walzack [11] for these operators. Also we study convergence properties of these operators for ( (8)- (9) 
The moments are obtained as follow:
for every fixed numbers r n N   and 0 x   R
Main Results
We can prove following the Lemmas by using (11)-(16). 
n r n n n n n n r n n n n n n n n n n r g 
n n r n n r n r n n n n n n n r n n n n a r g x xa g x n r g x Proof. We prove this lemma by using the methods and results of Lemma 2 in [11]  From (13) and (16)  From (7), (11) and (12) 
Using results of Lemma 2 in [11] and taking the assumption into account, we get that 
Hence we have the desired result of (20). M M p r   depending only on the parameters p and r such that
and for all 
which gives the desired result. For (22) we have the following inequalities;
Therefore, using (21), we get (22). 
